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Responsive wearing experience Avar's focus is to reduce the volume and reduce interference. "Resolutely simplified" design theory
to help him design a KOBE 9 Elite. Nike Lunarlon foam cushioning pad is inserted to bring good cushioning response, to keep the
foot stable contact with the ground. Bryant comes from the foot pressure distribution Pictured outsole inspired by the natural contours
of the minimum level of rubber simulated foot and bring lasting traction. designed Nike Flyknit weaving technology into a new
approach to multi-ply yarn woven uppers. The technology is more environmentally friendly than the original process used in many
segments of the cutting process in terms of the traditional way of manufacturing basketball shoes, Nike Flyknit uppers waste
technology and materials reduced by nearly 50%. KOBE 9 Elite will be held February 8, 2014 and available at Nike.com global
franchise retail stores. Reebok Answer 4 "PHILA" Pack Latest Pictures exposure 2013-12-08 23:04:21 Recently, this Reebok
Answer 4 "PHILA" Pack exposure on the network, two were red and blue in color for Reebok Answer 4, adequate representation of
the legendary Philadelphia, like their friends can look at. recently re-election of its classic Nike WMNS Air Force 1 Low shoes
modeled as a pair of female friends dedicated to creating a new color, the designer in order to render the whole white, upper with
honeycomb texture modification, Swoosh and heel are made of patent leather build, and finally with ice blue outsole presented whole
to create a pure and innocent atmosphere, in line with the image of girls temperament. It is reported that the shoes has landed some
of the designated retail sale, and interested friends may pay more attention to it. real "tigers" low shoes also can be very exciting
2013-12-08 22:58:36 Today, when everyone in the choice of real shoes, will lock eyes on some of the stars signature series, such as
Nike Basketball's LBJ series, Kobe series as well as the adidas Rose series and so on, it is true, these signature shoes unparalleled
outstanding combat performance, but its high price is not an ordinary student group or economic conditions are not so favorable for
shoe fans can afford. Therefore, based on this point, the selected small series of four pairs of different brands of low-end basketball
shoes, after the adoption of practical experience, we can see that the low-end basketball shoes, in fact, can be very exciting. This
time we selected four pairs of shoes on the actual prices are very approachable, market transaction prices are around 300 yuan,
compared to the hundreds of thousands of signatures of those shoes, four pairs of shoes for the price is really is low a lot, and that's
what these four pairs of shoes how actual performance, please follow the video went into our real house, and then by us for everyone
one by one. People often start with the appearance began when a pair of shoes, so-called preconceptions, you will see pleasing to
the eye to buy, this section ANTA Sports Basketball Shoes gives an almost perfect appearance, the New York Knicks color to give
us a strong visual impact, and soon catches your eye, but the actual wear is not very happy, obviously feeling when playing suited to
the ankle, possibly because small series of relatively thin package relations shoes performance is not very good, so personal feeling
is still relatively thick foot for those people to wear a little better. Superior appearance to bring you a different experience, compared
to other three pairs of shoes for personally think this shoe looks very pretty eyes.
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